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Communications Satellites
Public Health Communication Interventions
lists publications cataloged by Teachers College, Columbia University, supplemented by The Research Libraries of The New
York Publica Library.

Current Index to Journals in Education
Current Index to Journals in Education, Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1983
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Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1986
Agrindex
Welding
'Computer-Assisted Text Analysis' provides an up-to-date guide to the methods for the computer-based quantitative
analysis of texts. It concentrates on the methodological and practical issues of coding and handling data.

American Book Publishing Record Cumulative, 1876-1949
Resources in Education
While most books on statistics seem to be written as though targeting other statistics professors, John Reinard's
Communication Research Statistics is especially impressive because it is clearly intended for the student reader, filled with
unusually clear explanations and with illustrations on the use of SPSS. I enjoyed reading this lucid, student-friendly book
and expect students will benefit enormously from its content and presentation. Well done!" --John C. Pollock, The College of
New Jersey Written in an accessible style using straightforward and direct language, Communication Research Statistics
guides students through the statistics actually used in most empirical research undertaken in communication studies. This
introductory textbook is the only work in communication that includes details on statistical analysis of data with a full set of
data analysis instructions based on SPSS 12 and Excel XP.

Communication Research Statistics
Computer-Assisted Text Analysis
Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1987
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Research in Education
A comprehensive survey research book that incorporates survey design, implementation, data management, and data
analysis, this text is based in sociological research and contains extensive examples throughout. This book examines the
uniqueness of each research topic and the fact that when doing such research, there is a need to make decisions about the
many unique situations while trying to answer the research question. Each chapter is framed by addressing the decisions
that need to be made depending on the various challenges that may arise as the survey study is developed.

Government Reports Announcements
African Books in Print
The Practice of Survey Research
United States Government Publications Monthly Catalog
The Journal of School Leadership is broadening the conversation about schools and leadership and is currently accepting
manuscripts. We welcome manuscripts based on cutting-edge research from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives and
methodological orientations. The editorial team is particularly interested in working with international authors, authors from
traditionally marginalized populations, and in work that is relevant to practitioners around the world. Growing numbers of
educators and professors look to the six bimonthly issues to: deal with problems directly related to contemporary school
leadership practice teach courses on school leadership and policy use as a quality reference in writing articles about school
leadership and improvement.

JSL Vol 25-N6
Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1991
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The ethical dimensions of health communicators' interventions and campaigns are brought into question in this thoughtprovoking book. Examining the efforts to effect behavior change, the author questions how far health communication can
and should go in changing people's values. The author broadens the current analysis of interventions and presents
conceptual frameworks that help identify values and justifications that are embedded in health communication goals,
strategies, and evaluation criteria. This critical approach helps explain how and why choices are made in design and
implementation, and provides constructs and frameworks to examine them. It also widens the criteria for program
evaluation and policymaking, and provides practitioners, planners, policy-makers, researchers, and students with practiceoriented questions.

New Media, Old News
Issues for Mar. 1935-Dec. 1944 include reports, etc., of the Institute of Welding.

CIS Index to U.S. Executive Branch Documents, 1910-1932
CIS Index to U.S. Executive Branch Documents, 1910-1932: Library of Congress, Mediation
Board, Mediation and Conciliation Board, Navy Department, National Academy of Sciences,
National Capital Parks and Planning Commission, National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers (4 v.)
Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual Cumulation, 1991
Arzneimittel-Forschung
In a thorough empirical investigation of journalistic practices in different news contexts, 'New Media, Old News' explores
how technological, economic and social changes have reconfigured news journalism, and the consequences of these
transformations for a vibrant democracy in our digital age.

Current Index to Journals in Education
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Organizations and Communication Technology
Vols. 3-140 include the society's Proceedings, 1907-41

Bell & Howell Newspaper Index to the Chicago Tribune
Telecommunications Abstracts
The Indian Evidence Act (1 of 1872)
Welding and Metal Fabrication
Exceptional Child Education Resources
This book addresses myths and misconceptions regarding online education, organization, communication, time
management, personal learning styles, key aspects of research, handling technological 'catastrophes', where to seek help
when you need it, and other tips for successfully meeting the unique demands of distance learning. This book contains
relevant, original examples and illustrations, as well as online resources with links to meaningful examples, interviews with
students, etc.

Bibliographic Guide to Psychology
The Journal of School Leadership is broadening the conversation about schools and leadership and is currently accepting
manuscripts. We welcome manuscripts based on cutting-edge research from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives and
methodological orientations. The editorial team is particularly interested in working with international authors, authors from
traditionally marginalized populations, and in work that is relevant to practitioners around the world. Growing numbers of
educators and professors look to the six bimonthly issues to: deal with problems directly related to contemporary school
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leadership practice teach courses on school leadership and policy use as a quality reference in writing articles about school
leadership and improvement.

CIS Index to U.S. Executive Branch Documents, 1910-1932
The Journal of Biological Chemistry
Media Review Digest
How do technology and organization interact to shape organizational structures and processes? What organizational,
political and social processes constrain technological development? What forces shape the articulation of organizational and
technological systems? Answering these and other pivotal questions, this volume centres on the role of theory for
advancing our knowledge of communication technology in organizations at several levels - micro, group and macro. The
distinguished contributors examine richly diverse topics, including telecommunications, communication networks and new
media, the use of group decision support systems and discretionary databases.

Language in education
Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual Cumulations, 1989
Jsl Vol 12-N6
Introduction to Online Learning
Bibliographic Guide to Education
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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